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Field Notes:

September 30, 2002

Isadore dampens prospects for good cotton crop.
By: Dr. Ernie Flint, Area Agent – Agronomy
Mississippi State University Extension Service
The cotton harvest was well under way in some parts of the state when hurricane Isadore
cut short its stay on the Yucatan peninsula and headed straight for the heart of cotton country.
Thankfully, when the storm reached our part of Mississippi it had lost much of its power, and
winds were not strong enough to cause severe damage. Instead it dumped more rain than we
have seen in years. Local accumulations ranged from as little as five to as high as ten inches.
Rains continued for three days and nights, saturating fields and crops.
Rains arrived at just about the worst possible time for cotton farmers since bolls in most
fields were in the process of opening. When a cotton boll is mature and ready to open, the
“seams” or sutures along the sides of the boll separate, and then are pushed outward as cells near
the bottom of each section shrink and pull outward. At the same time the lint inside each boll
begins to dry out and fluff, adding further pressure to push the boll open. When the drying
process is interrupted by rain, the boll catches water, preventing the expansion of the boll and
fluffing of the lint. Seeds that have already begun to dry reabsorb water and begin to deteriorate.
The degree of damage depends to a large degree on what kind of weather follows a storm
like Isadore. Cool dry air with light wind is the best scenario since the lowered temperature will
slow down the process of seed deterioration, and the cool dry wind will rapidly dry the lint and
allow it to resume the process of forcing bolls open. When temperatures are warm with high
relative humidity, the seed will continue to deteriorate, producing organic acids that stain the
cotton and lower the quality of the lint. When this situation persists, seeds will actually begin to
germinate in the boll, creating one of the worst possible scenarios a cotton farmer ever faces.
A few farmers who were able to plant early and keep a workable stand through the harsh
weather in May were able to harvest prior to the storm. Even fewer were able to complete their
first picking, getting something like ninety percent of their cotton out of the field. There are very
few of these fortunate farmers; only something like 25 percent of the total crop in Mississippi
was harvested prior to the storm.
Several good drying days will be needed before farmers will be able to resume the
harvest. These days need to be clear and cool, but as I am writing we have warm weather and
high humidity, and another storm threatens to move into our area. Should this system produce
significant rainfall, the problem will be further compounded, and the harvest will be held up for
as much as two additional weeks. During this time, cotton quality will continue to deteriorate.
The harvest will essentially be put on hold until we get enough clear weather to dry both fields
and bolls enough to harvest.
For the past few years, we have experienced good harvesting conditions for most crops.
Modern harvesters normally have gotten the crop harvested in about three weeks, but this fall has

shown that this may be a different kind of year. A few things have changed however, and we
may still be able to salvage a fair crop if we get a window of a few good days. Many farmers
have adopted no-till methods that allow soil to remain firm enough to support machinery much
better than plowed fields, however these farmers would prefer not to create ruts that will require
expensive repairs.
When we get good weather, farmers will be able to harvest at a good rate because most of
the crop is placed in modules in the field. These modules which contain ten to fifteen bales each
can be transported to the gin later, without having to wait for ginning, as was the case in years
past. With good weather, most of the crop can be gotten out of the field in about three weeks,
whereas it used to take six weeks or more to finish the harvest.
Yields may still be reasonably good, but the problem will be quality. The Midsouth
cotton growing region has for several years had quality problems, and mills have begun to avoid
buying our cotton for use in high quality products; this further loss of quality will only serve to
further damage our reputation for quality cotton.

